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Abstract: In Intelligent Computer-Aided Design, the CAD models should be conceived to be able to operate or event to behave intelligently. This
paper addresses the intelligent behaviour of CAD models: the basic idea is the transformation of conventional CAD models into intelligent objects.
The agent paradigm is used to support this transformation. The proposed agents are elementary geometrical objects which, in one hand,
incorporate the functions of observation, decision and action, and in the other, possess their own knowledge. Being aware of context, agents
interact to form potential regional transitory communities, called regions. Then agents interact with the other agents in a region to recognize
each other and to form specific sub-communities, called intelligent features.
Keywords: Intelligent features, Agent-based system, Computer-aided design modelling, Applications of intelligent computing

1. INTRODUCTION
Features technology made it possible to associate form and knowledge in computer-aided design modelling (CAD modelling).
Interestingly, the concept of intelligent CAD emerged with features technology. Indeed, the engineering solutions which are able to:
a) recognise each other, b) act as a transitory communities and c) form open, dynamic and distributed systems [1] are considered as
“intelligent objects”. Features emerged from feature recognition are the first “intelligent objects” in CAD environment. Between
1980 and 2000, many methods based on graph theory [2], expert systems [3], volume based decomposition [4], syntactic method
[5], neural networks [6] have been developed. However, the concept of intelligent CAD was not supported by concrete industrial
need and its developed was hindered by the insufficient maturity of theoretical fundamentals and technological resources [7].
This paper addresses the intelligent behaviour of CAD models. Recently, agent based technologies have been considered in ordered
to increase both knowledge level and intelligence of real and virtual objects. An intelligent agent is a computer system that is capable
of flexible autonomous action in order to achieve the goals it has set (designed objectives). Such an agent is always located in an
environment: it receives input from environment and acts to change this environment [8]. An agent is a system that enjoys the
properties of autonomy, reactivity, pro-activeness, and social ability [9]. Agents are organised entities. The organization assumes
that there is a set of entities forming a certain unity and whose various elements are subordinated to each other in an integral unit
and a convergent activity. Therefore, an organization requires a certain order between entities possibly heterogeneous, which
contributes to the coherence [10].
The contribution of this paper consists in introducing intelligent agents in intelligent CAD modelling. The basic idea of the paper is
the transformation of conventional CAD models into intelligent objects. Intelligent agents are used to support this transformation.
The proposed agents are elementary geometrical objects which, in one hand, incorporate the functions of observation, decision and
actions, and in the other, possess their own knowledge. Being aware of the context, the proposed agents interact to form potential
regional transitory communities, called regions. Being aware of their belonging in a region, agents are driven by two processes:
division and fusion. Agent division is the process by which a parent agent divides into two or more daughter agents. Agent fusion is
a process in which several agents combine to form an agent. The emerged agents interact with the other agents in a region to
recognize each other and to form specific sub-communities, called intelligent features. Intelligent features are thus emerged network
of agents. In their turn, intelligent features are open, distributed and dynamic objects.
This paper proposes the agent paradigm for intelligent CAD modelling. In the second section, using the linguistic hypothesis of
product design, a feature representation is presented. In the third section, agents for feature generation and modelling are
formalised and modelled. The forth section presents the application of the method. Finally, in the last section, the conclusion and
future developments are proposed.
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2. FEATURE REPRESENTATION
Automatic feature recognition must resolve the following problems: Feature Representation and Feature Recognition. The first
problem involves choosing or developing a method suitable for representing features so that their representation is unique. The
second problem involves developing inference procedures able to perform the most complete recognition possible. So, automatic
feature recognition is a complex process.
Topologic and geometric entity graph
A feature is a geometric entity defined by its shape and technological characteristics, typically represented by a set of topologically

{

{

}

}

geo
associated faces. Given two finite sets D tpl = D1tpl ,D 2tpl ,Dmtpl and D geo = D1geo ,D geo
2 ,Dn called the set of topologic domains
geo
and the set of geometric domains, and given two finite sets of attributes A tpl = a1tpl , a2tpl ,amtpl and A geo = a1geo , ageo
2 ,an ,
called the set of geometric attributes and the set of topologic attributes, where each attribute is associated with each domain, and
X = { X1 , X 2 X i X m } a set of features. Then any shape feature X i can be characterized by a set of faces F = { f1 , f2 fi fm }
that satisfy a set of topologic and geometric relations. These relations are defined for domains corresponding to the set of topologic
and geometric attributes, respectively. Table 1 shows typical cases of those attributes and their respective domains. These relations
may be represented by the Topologic and Geometric Entity Graph. Thus, for the two given sets F* and E:
(1)
F∗ = fi , e∗i fi ∈F

(

{

{( )

}

)

}

)

{

}

}

is an entity associated with each face fi ;
where: F = {f1 , f2 fi fm } is a set of faces; e ∗i = a 2tpl , a geo
3

(

{(

(2)

E = fi , fj , e ij fi , fj ∈F

)

( )

is an entity associated with each pair of faces fi , f j ;
where: e ij = a1tpl ,a1geo ,ageo
2
we call G = (F∗ , E ) , the Topologic and Geometric Entity Graph.
In the graphical representation of the topologic and geometric entity graph, the nodes associated with the label e ∗i = a2tpl , ageo
3

(

(

represent the faces and their topologic and geometric relation, and the edges associated with the label e ij = a1tpl , a1geo , ageo
2

( )

)
)

represent the topologic and geometric relation between a pair of faces fi , f j .
Table 1. Domains and Associated Attributes
Topology
Relative positions

Domains

a1tpl

adjacent
non-adjacent
parallel

Type of face

Angle

Geometry
Type of adjacency

Type of face

a2tpl

a1geo

a geo
2

a geo
3

base
side
frontal

convex
concave
flat

line
non-straight line
other

plane
non-plane

Feature grammar
A feature language describes the generation of feature structures, joint elements and attaching elements. A grammar provides the
finite generic description of this language. Thus we will focus on finding a feature grammar, which provides generic and productive
description of the feature language. Then, a feature grammar is defined as an 8-plet (3):
T
,V T
, VN
, VN
,
 V
(3)
GFeature =  structure jo int −tie structure jo int −tie 
S,∇ , Λ ,P

T
where: Vstructure
= {a,b, c} is the terminal vocabulary of structures; VjoT int −tie = {0 ,1,2,jm}

m∈ N

is the terminal

N
N
vocabulary of joint-tie elements; Vstructure
= {A ,B ,S} is the non-terminal vocabulary of structures; Vjo int −tie = {O,I,II,III∇ , Λ}

is the non-terminal vocabulary of joint-tie elements; S , ∇ , Λ are respectively: the structure, joint, and connection axioms.
 α
 β 
P :      is a set of production rules.
 Γα  →  Γβ  
∆ 
 α 

∆ β  



Conditional feature grammar. The Feature Grammar represents the purely syntactic side. It does not always allow expressing the
full complexity of structural relations between the primitive elements of a feature. If a syntax rule meets mandatory conditions before
being applied, then a conditional feature grammar is defined as follows (4):
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{

}

C
(4)
= GFeatures , A geo−tpl ,D geo−tpl , C
GFeatures
where: GFeatures is the Feature Grammar; A geo−tpl is the set of geometric and topologic attributes; D geo−tpl is the set of geometric

and topologic domains;
 C α→β 


C =  C Γα →Γβ  are the three levels of semantic conditions.
C

 ∆ α →∆ β 
Application. Given a set of features X = {Step, Slot, Blind Slot, Hole,
Pocket, Blind Step, Simple Blind Slot, Partial Hole, Hole} , presented in
Table 2. A feature can be represented by the selected topologic and
geometric entity graph G = (F∗ , E ) , already defined in (1) and (2).

Table 2. Features of the given set X

<Step>

<Slot>

<Blind Slot>

<Simple Blind Slot>

<Pocket>

<Hole>

C
A Fuzzy Feature Grammars GFeatures
are inferred for the feature classes: C1X = {Step, Slot, Partial Hole, Hole} and
C
C 2X = {Blind Step, Simple Blind Slot, Blind Slot, Pocket} respectively. For the feature class C1X , GFeatures
is defined as follows (5):
T
T
N
 Vstructure

, Vjonction
−connexion , Vstructure ,

GFeatures = 

N
Vjonction−connexion , S,∇ , Λ ,P


(5)

T
T
N
where: Vstructure
= {a / µ a } ; Vjonction
−connexion = {0 ,1,2} m∈N ; Vjonction−connexion = {O,I,II,∇ , Λ}; S = Feature / µFeature ,∇ , Λ ;
N
Vstructure

[Feature / µ Feature ]
[∅]
→
[∅]
[a / µ a E / µ E ]
[Hole / µ Hole ]

P = {P0 ,...,P6 }, where: P0 :
P1 :

P3 :

∇ 
∇ 
 
Λ 
Λ 
 

[Slot / µ Slot ]
[∅]
Λ 
Λ 
 

1 II
2 I 


1 II
2 I 



→

→

[E / µ E ]
[∅]

P4 :

[E / µ E ]
[∇]

→

I 
II


[Step / µ Step ]

[Slot / µ Slot ]
[∅]
[∅]

[∅]
[∅]

[a / µ a F / µ F ]
 1 II
2 I 


 1 II
2 I 



[Step / µ Step ]
[∅]

Λ 
Λ 
 

I 
II


P6 :

D / µD ,E / µE ,F / µF , Step / µ Step , 


= Slot / µ Slot ,Partial Hole / µPartial Hole ,


Hole / µHole ,Feature / µFeature


[a / µ a D / µ D ]
[2 I]
1 0
0 II 



→

P2 :

[D / µ D ]
[∅]
I 
II


[Hole / µ Hole ]
[∅]
[∅]

[PartialHole / µPartial Hole ]

P5 :

[∅]
Λ 
Λ 
 

[F / µF ]
[∇]
I 
II


→

→

[a / µ a E / µE ]
[2 I]

1 0
0 II


[D / µ D ] [a / µ a ]
P7 :
[∅] → [∅]
I 
 1
II
2 



[F / µ F ]
[∅]
I 

II

[a / µ a F / µF ]
[2 I]
1 0
0 II



Structures with the same syntax may represent features with different semantics. Thus we can build the Conditional and Feature
Grammar. In this case, the first level of production rules will be associated by conditions. For example, for the first level of production
rules P6 , we have the following semantic condition: structures b and A (on the right side of rule B → bA ) are attached if the
 
direction of the main vector A (on the right side) is the same as the direction of the vector n1 ∧ n2 of b , where 1 and 2 represent
the attaching elements of b .
The previous condition is used in a similar fashion for rules P1 , P3 , P5 . We will have the following condition for the first level of
 
production rules: the direction of the main vector of A (left side of the rule A → b ) is initialized from n1 ∧ n2 of b , where 1 and
2 represent the attaching elements of b . There are no semantic conditions to be satisfied for the other rules.
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Feature identification approach
Using the principles discussed above, we have developed a new feature recognition method composed of five main phases: 1)
Regioning, 2) Virtual Extension, 3) Structuring, 4) Identification, and 5) Modelling. In this paper, we consider the three interrelated
phases of this method (Figure 1), where:
≡ the first phase, called Regioning, consists in identifying the
potential zones for the birth of features (see the set {R} in
Figure 1);
≡ the second phase, called Virtual Extension, consists in
building links and virtual faces (see the set {Ve} in Figure 1);
≡ the third phase, called Identification, consists in identifying
the features in these zones (see the set {F} in Figure 1).
3. AGENTS FOR FEATURE MODELLING
Figure 1. Flowchart of feature identification extracted from
A major part of our research [12, 13] focused on modelling agents
the feature recognition method
with strong interactive capabilities (communication, cooperation,
etc.), which may be used as basic components for the design of complex systems. A complex system is “made of many components
with many interactions” [14]. So design of complex systems includes: 1) distribution and autonomy of system components, and 2) a
very accurate modelling of communicative and interactional levels of these components. The agent-based approach provides a level
of abstraction suitable for this problem [15].
Agent modelling
The distribution is the basis of the modelling agent. Autonomy of an agent is technically implemented by: 1) an independent process,
2) an individual memory (knowledge / data of agent), and 3), an ability to interact with other agents and environment (perception
/ reception, emission / action). Our generic agent model [13] is inspired by Rasmussen’s three-level operator model [16]: 1) reflexbased behaviour, 2) rule-based behaviour, and 3) knowledge-based behaviour with interpretation, decision and plan. Agents are
both cognitive and reactive: they have behaviours adapted to the tasks they perform. Reactive task is characterised by the cycle
<Observation, Execution>, routine task is characterised by the cycle <Observation, Interpretation, Association state/task,
Procedure/rules, Execution>, and finally cognitive task is characterised by the cycle <Observation, Interpretation, Decision of task,
Planning, Execution>.
A generic agent α i ∈ Α is described by the following tuple (6):
(6)
α i =< Φ Π( α i ) , Φ ∆( α i ) , Φ Γ( α i ) , κ α i >
where Φ Π( α i ) , Φ ∆( α i ) and Φ Γ( α i ) are respectively functions of observation (7), decision (8) and action (9). The set of
knowledge Κ α i = Ρα i ∪ Σ α i ∪ ∆ α i includes decision rules, values of domain, acquaintances (network of affinities), and
dynamic knowledge (observed events, internal states).

∪ Ι α i )× Σ α i → Π α i
are respectively finite sets of observed events, interactions, states and perceptions of agent α i .
Φ Π( α ) : (Ε α
i
i

where Ε αi , Ι αi , Σ αi , Π αi

Φ ∆( α ) : Π α × Σ α → ∆ α
i
i
i
i

(7)
(8)

where Π αi , Σ αi , ∆ αi are finite sets of perceptions, states and decisions of agent α i .
Φ Γ( α ) : ∆ α × Σ → Γα
i
i
i

(9)

where ∆ α i , Σ, Γα i are respectively finite sets of decisions, states, actions of agent α i .
Agent-based system modelling
Agents are grouped and organized in an agent-based system. This kind of system is defined as follows (10):
Μ α =< Α, Ι , Ρ , Ο, Φ Α >

(10)

where Α, Ι , Ρ , Ο, Φ Α are respectively a set of agents, a set of interactions between agents, a set of roles that agents can perform,
a set of organizations (or communities) defined for agents of Α , and a set of functions of agents’ generation ( ϕ[1,2,3] : Α n→ Α m ).
Interactions can be passive when agents receive messages/signals, or active, when it is the result of voluntary actions from agents.
An interaction ι i ∈ Ι between two agents α s andα r is defined by the following tuple (11):
(11)
ι i =< α s , α r , γ c >
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where α s is the agent source of the interaction ιi , α r is the agent destination, and γ c is an act of cooperation. For instance,
agents can perform the following set of cooperative acts: Λ = {inform, diffuse, ask, reply, confirm} [17, 18]. These five cooperative
acts are sufficient to enable agents to perceive intention of cooperation associated with the proposal contained in a message. A
communication act λs ,r between two agents ( λ s ,r ∈ΓΛ α ) is defined by (12):
i

λ s ,r =< λ , α s , α r , τ, η >

(12)

which can be rewritten ι i =< α s , α r , γ c > and γ c =< λ , τ, η > , where λ ∈ Λ is a speech act, α s is the source agent of
communication, α r is the receiver agent, τ ∈ Τ is a type of message, and η∈Η is the message, which can be an assertion, a
question, a response, etc.
Agents based feature modelling approach
The implementation of the proposed approach performs into the two following phases.
≡ Phase 1: Feature agents based systems building. Each face of features is agentified by interactions and cooperation between the
agent system and designer(s).
≡ Phase 2: Feature recognition. The faces agents interact through messages and activate grammar rules to generate new agents
and emerge recognition of regioning, possible virtual extension, and features (networks of face agents).
Feature agent modelling. A feature is an agent network with a goal in a field (manufacturing, maintenance, etc.). Then each
feature of the set X = { X1 , X 2 X i X m } is transformed into an agent αx, called agents’ network, and defined formally as
following (13):
(13)
αx = <A’, C>
where A’ is a set of agents (A’ = {α1, .., αn} ∈ A), and C is a set of connections between agents (cm = <m, αi, αj>); αi and αj may
be either agent or a sub-network of agents (another feature or sub-feature). For instance, concerning the feature presented in Table
2, A’= {α1, α2, α3}.
Any shape feature X i can be characterized by a set of faces FX i = f1 , f2 f j fm that satisfy a set of topologic and geometric

{

}

relations (cf. Table1). Each face fi of a feature is transformed into an agent α i (14):
Agentification : FX i → Α X i

{

}

{

}

(14)

where FX i = f1 , f2 f j fm is the set of faces of feature X i and A X i = α 1 , α 2 α j α m ∈Α is the set of matching
agents. For instance, the following table (Table 3) shows the agentification of the features presented in Table 1.
Feature agent knowledge modelling. Each face agents α i has knowledge, including:

(

)

≡ the topologic and geometric relation e ∗i = a2tpl , ageo
of the face fi (cf. Table 1),
3

)

(

( )

≡ a set of triplet e ij = a1tpl , a1geo , ageo
corresponding to the topologic and geometric relations between pair of faces fi , f j (cf.
2
Table 1),
≡ a set of face agents’ networks αx = <A’, C>, corresponding to the known features, recognized or associated,
≡ a set of decision rules ∆ α i and the set of grammar rules {Ρ0 ,...,Ρ7 } .
To illustrate the feature agent knowledge modelling, Table 2 describes a simple feature and knowledge of the four face agents α 1 ,
α 2 , α 3 , α 4 representing this feature.
Table 3. Agent’s network corresponding to the features shown in Table 2.

<Step>

<Slot>

<Blind Slot>

<Simple Blind Slot>

<Pocket>

<Hole>
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Feature agent interaction modelling. Let us consider the feature presented in Table 2. By interaction the three agents α1, α2,
α3 communicate their geometric and topological characteristics. So they can collectively identify the features they represent together
by activating the grammar rules memorized in their knowledge base. For instance, the face agent α2 recognizes a slot formed by the
three agents α1, α2, α3.
Feature agent generation. Let us consider the feature presented in Table 2. The face agent α 4 identifies a virtual extension
(extension of the face f4 towards the face f1) that communicates to the face agent α 1 . The latter is divided into two face agents α 1 '
and α 1 '' by applying the function ϕ 2 ( ϕ 2 (α 1 ) ⇒ Α' = Α + {α 1 ' , α 1 ''} ). Both agents α 1 ' and α 1 '' inherit the knowledge of the
face agent α 1 (see Table 4, native knowledge and informed knowledge by designer).
Table 4. Native and nurture knowledge of face agents
Graphical representation
Feature agent’s knowledge (native and nurture)
α1: <P0..P7>, <P8..P15>, <f1, α1>
< e ∗1 , 1, 0>, < e 1, 2 , 0, 1, 0>
< e ∗2 , 0, 0>
<slot, 1, [α3, α2, α1]>
α2: <P0..P7>, <P8..P15>, <f2, α2>
< e ∗2 , 0, 0>, < e 2 ,1 , 0, 1, 0>
< e 2 , 3 , 0, 1, 0>
< e ∗1 , 1, 0>, < e ∗3 , 1, 0>
<slot, 1, [α3, α2, α1]>
α3: <P0..P7>, <P8..P15>, <f3, α3>
< e ∗3 , 1, 0>, < e 3 , 2 , 0, 1, 0>
< e 3 , 4 , 3, 1, 0>
< e ∗2 , 0, 0>, < e ∗4 , 0, 0>
<slot, 1, [α3, α2, α1]>
α4: <P0..P7>, <P8..P15>, <f4, α4>
< e ∗4 , 0, 0>, < e 4 , 3 , 3, 1, 0>
< e ∗3 , 1, 0>

// native knowledge
// informed by designer
// informed by α2
// informed by α2
// native knowledge
// informed by designer
// informed by designer
// informed by α1 and α3
// identified feature
// native knowledge
// informed by designer
// informed by designer
// informed by α2 and α4
// informed by α2
// native knowledge
// informed by designer
// informed by α3

4. APPLICATION: REGIONING AND FEATURE IDENTIFICATION.
In this section we propose to apply the method
described in Figure 1 on two simple features shown
in figure 2 (Feature A and Feature B). We begin by
describing the agentification of these features, and
then we will detail more specifically the two phases
Regioning and Features Identification.
Agentification
a)
Each face of the feature A is transformed in a face
agent (Figure 3): FFeatureA = { f1 , f2 f14 } → Figure 2. Two simple examples of features: the Feature A and the Feature B
AFeatureA = { α 1 , α 2 α 14 } .
The knowledge of each face agents α i are:
≡ the set of face agents AFeatureA − α i ,
f5

f2

f3

f1

f6

f4

b) Feature B

(

≡ the geometric relations: e ∗i = a2tpl , ageo
3

(

)

)

and { e ij = a1tpl , a1geo , ageo
} with
2
α j ∈ AFeatureA − α i .
≡ the set of decision rules ∆ α i and the set of

a) Feature A

b) Feature B

grammar rules {Ρ0 ,...,Ρ7 }.
Figure 3. Agentification of a) the Feature A, and b) the Feature B
Regioning
A region defines a potential area of a part where either canonical features or features in interaction may be recognized. During the
interaction, features may lose their concavity. As a result, some faces of features in interaction are not identified during the
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recognition phase. In this case, the potential region for feature recognition is expanded with concave border faces (local expansion
principle). For example, the part shown below (Figure 2.a) contains two regions. The first region comprises the concave faces 1, 2, 3,
and the convex face 7, which may be transformed to concave by the virtual extension towards face 1. The second region comprises
the concave faces 4, 5, 6, and the convex face 7. In this case, the convex face 7 can be transformed to concave by virtual extension
towards face 6. These two regions share face 7. As a result, a macro-region is defined by macro − région1 → région11 région12
where région11 and région12 are the first and second regions, respectively, of the first macro-region macro − région1 .
Let us consider the Feature A presented in Table 2. The following table presents (Table 4): 1) the different rules that achieve a
regioning and 2) the implementation of these rules in the agent world. In this case a network of agents face is gradually formed by
the creation of region agents (αr11, αr12), macro-region agents (αmr1), and feature agent (αp1).
Table 4. Rules of regioning used by face agents
Rules
<feature>
→ <macro – region1>
<macro – region1>
→ <region11><region12>
→ <primary-faces11>
<region11>
<secondary-faces11>
<region12>
→ <primary-faces12>
<secondary-faces12>
→ <f1> <f2> <f3>
<primary-faces11>
<secondary-faces11>→ <f7>
<secondary-faces12>→ <f7>

Face agents network
(15)
(16)

α p1
α mr 1

α r 11

(17)
α fp11

(18)
(19)

α1

α2

α3

α r 12

α fs11

α fs12

α7

α7

α fp12
α4

α5

α6

The procedure of regioning is
illustrated in the following figure
(Figure 4). The 14 faces of Feature
A are then agentified, then : a)
neighboring agents representing
concave faces gather (α1-α2-α3
and α4-α5-α6); b) the face agent
a)
b)
α7 representing the convex face f7
gathers with its neighbors; c) the
seven face agents (α1-α2-α3-α7α4-α5-α6) represent two regions
after regrouping with their
neighbors α8, α9, α10, α11; and d)
all face agents gathers with the
c)
d)
last three neighboring agents
(α12, α13, α14) to represent a
Figure 4. First steps in the process of agent-based regioning of Feature A
feature.
Features identification
Let us consider the feature presented in Table 2. P0, …, P7 (5) are rules that agents can apply when conditions are satisfied, to identify
an element of the feature classes C1X = {Step, Slot, Partial Hole, Hole} . When a rule is triggered: 1) a connexion between two agents
is made, and 2) an agent is created by the function ‘generate (agent)’ of the agent which coordinate the connexion. For instance,
<Feature_2> agent and <Feature_2> agent are generated by application of rule P0, after the connexion of <Slot> agents (Figure
5).
5. CONCLUSIONS
Intelligent behaviour of models can be particularly useful in of Computer-Aided Design. The CAD models should be conceived to be
able to operate or event to behave intelligently. For introducing the intelligent behaviour, a formal method of the transformation of
conventional CAD models into intelligent objects is proposed. The proposed method involves on the one hand transforming a
geometric model for the part into a feature-based model adapted to the desired engineering view and the using intelligent agents
to support this transformation on the other hand.
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<α1>

a

<α2>

a

<α3>

<α1>

a

P7
<<generate>>

P7
<<generate>>

<D>

<D>

P4
<<generate>>

P6
<<generate>>
<E>

<Step>

P4
<<generate>>

P0

a

<α3>

P6
<<generate>>
<E>

<Step>
P3

<<generate>>

<α2>

<<generate>>
<Slot>

<Feature_1>

P3
P0
<<generate>>

<<generate>>
<Slot>

<Feature_3>
P0

P0

<<generate>>

<<generate>>

<Feature_2>

<Feature_4>

Figure 5. Identification of two <Slot> features
Grammars for feature generation and feature recognition method are used for intelligent agent modelling. From our observation,
the result of intelligent behavior of the models shows that recognized features are identified dynamically. Among the advantages of
the proposed approach, the following are noteworthy. The proposed approach can be used to analyze the CAD-models as well as to
evaluate the choice of recognised features according to multiple view requirements. Furthermore, the approach can promote the
capitalization and sharing of the know-how of the designers. Future work will include assessing the importance of the roles of virtual
extensions.
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